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Abstract
As a rule, program transformation methods based on operational semantics unfold a
semantic tree of a given program. Sometimes that allows ones to optimize the program or to
automatically prove its certain properties. Unfolding is one of the basic operations, which
is a meta-extension of one step of the abstract machine executing the program. This paper
is interested in unfolding for programs based on pattern matching and manipulating the
strings. The corresponding computation model originates with Markov’s normal algorithms
and extends this theoretical base. Even though algorithms unfolding programs were being
intensively studied for a long time in the context of variety of programming languages,
as far as we know, the associative concatenation was stood at the wayside of the stream.
We define a class of term rewriting systems manipulating with strings and describe an
algorithm unfolding the programs from the class. The programming language defined by
this class is Turing-complete. The pattern language of the program class in turn fixes a
class of word equations. Given an equation from the class, one of the algorithms suggested
in this paper results in a description of the corresponding solution set.
Keywords: Program specialization, supercompilation, program analysis, program transformation,
unfolding, driving, Markov’s normal algorithms, word equations.

1

Introduction

Let L be a functional/logical programming language. Given a program P written in L, as a rule,
program transformation methods based on operational semantics unfold and try to analyze a
semantic tree of P in a given context of using P. If a program transformation method M aims to
optimize P w.r.t. its run-time, then an abstract cost model is required and the optimizer trying
to reduce the run-time has to follow the model. Usually the L-interpreter is implemented
by means of a staircase of other languages. I.e. the L-interpreter is written in a language
L1 implemented in L2 and so on. This circumstance together with specific properties of the
hardware executing the program P make rather impossible using an actual (physical) execution
time-cost model in theoretical investigations.
The computation model standing behind the operational L-semantics gives a natural logical
time-cost model widely used in program transformation. The corresponding logical time-cost of
P(d0 ) is the number of computation steps taken by evaluation of P(d0 ). Such a computation
Step defined by the operational semantics is a subroutine being iterated by the L-interpreter
Int in its uppermost loop. Given a current state st of Int, the current call Step(st) results
in the next state following immediately after st. In general, the actual execution time taken
by the step evaluation is not uniformly bounded above by the size of the input data and this
fact may be unobvious without knowledge of some details of the entire implementation staircase
∗ The reported study was partially supported by RFBR, research project No. 14-07-00133 A, and by Program
No. 16 for Basic Research of Presidium of Russian Academy of Sciences.
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mentioned above1 . Nevertheless such a time-cost model is interesting from both theoretical and
practical points of view.
Int iterates Step(st0 ) when its input data st0 is completely static (known), while the
unfolding discussed above generates the semantics tree by means of iterating a meta-extension
MStep(st) of Step in the case when its input data st may be parameterized (partially unknown/dynamic). A launch of MStep results in a tree being branched with the corresponding
input parameters. This tree is finite in the case when it is assumed that evaluation of Step(st)
takes a time uniformly bounded by the size of st, otherwise the tree may be potentially infinite. Prolog-III [3] including a string unification is an example of the language where the
time taken by the call MStep(st) is not uniformly bounded above. Associativity of the string
concatenation makes this property syntactically explicit [20]. Another example is a functional
programming language Refal [20, 22] not widely known; the Refal concatenation constructor is
also associative. Constraint logic programs manipulating the string values are used in industrial
programming. Strings form a fundamental data type used in most programming languages. Recently, a number of techniques producing string constraints have been suggested for automatic
testing [8, 1] and program verification [16]. String-constraint solvers are used in many testing
and analysis tools [5, 2, 6, 15, 23].
All of that attracts an interest to string manipulation in the context of program analysis and
transformation. Even though algorithms unfolding programs were being intensively studied for a
long time (see for examples: [18, 19, 10, 14, 7]), as far as we know, the associative concatenation
was stood by the wayside of the stream and mainly was considered only in the context of the
Refal language mentioned above [18, 19, 21].
In this paper we are interested in unfolding for programs based on pattern matching and manipulating the strings. The corresponding computation model originates with Markov’s normal
algorithms [13] and extends this theoretical base. Given a string, the pattern matching looks for
an instance of a particular substring within the given string, and the logical time-cost model,
by definition, regards this search as a basic operation taking the only unit of the logical time.
Unfolding for such programs connects the program transformation with solving word equations
– another fundamental problem arisen by A. A. Markov. The corresponding satisfiability problem was solved by G. S. Makanin [12], but it still remains nontrivial from a practical point of
view. Unfolding for programs using strings as a data type is intensively used in a particular
approach to the program transformation and specialization, known as supercompilation2 . Supercompilation is a powerful semantics-based program transformation technique [17, 19, 18, 11]
having a long history well back to the 1960-70s, when it was proposed by V. Turchin.
There is a number of simple algorithms dealing with specific classes of the word equations
(see [4] for examples). Given a word equation, they describe, in a certain way, the corresponding
solution set. The main problem is to create a formal description language which is both clear
in details and allowing us to represent some infinite solution sets in finite terms. For instance
any word equation itself is a description of its solution set, but, as a rule, such a description is
very obscure.
Our contribution. We give a syntactic description of a class of term rewriting systems manipulating with strings and using the theoretical time-cost model mentioned above. We suggest
a new algorithm for one-step unfolding of the programs from this class and this algorithm handles an input that is partially unknown. I.e. we present a driving operation. The programming
language defined by this class is Turing-complete. The class is studied both in nondeterministic
and deterministic variants of the operational semantics. Given a word equation, one of the
1 For

example (but not only), a hidden garbage collection may cause that.
super vised compilation.

2 From
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algorithms suggested in this paper results in a description (a term rewriting system) of the
corresponding solution set. As far as we know, there exist no papers using the nondeterministic
pattern matching as a language for such a description and none considered the class of the word
equations characterized by Theorems 1, 2 proved below, namely the variables separated by the
two3 equation sides such that at least one of the sides has at most one occurrence of each word
variable.
The paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 provides the program presentation languages. In
Sect. 3 we consider important examples aiming to clarify the reader intuition on the unfolding
over the strings. The two theorems being our main result are proved in Sect. 4. The theorems
relate to both specialization of the programs manipulating the strings and solving the word
equations. The constructive proofs of these theorems yield outlines of the algorithms unfolding
the programs and solving the word equations from the class of the programs/(word equations)
meeting the conditions of the theorems and mentioned above.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

The Presentation Language

We present our program examples in two variants of a pseudocode for functional programs. The
first one named L is a deterministic language, while the second denoted L∗ is nondeterministic
one. The programs given below are written as strict term rewriting systems based on pattern
matching. The sentences in the L-programs are ordered from the top to the bottom to be
matched. The sentences in the L∗ -programs are not ordered. The data set is a free monoid
under concatenation. I.e. the concatenation is associative. The double-plus sign stands for
the concatenation. The constant λ is the identity element of the concatenation and may be
omitted, the other constants c are characters. Let C denote a set of the characters. The monoid
of the data may be defined with the following grammar: d ::= λ | c | d1 ++ d2
Thus a datum is a finite sequence (including the empty sequence λ).
Let F = ∪i Fi be a finite set of functional symbols, here Fi is a set of functional symbols
of arity i. Let v, f denote a variable and a function name correspondingly, then the monoid of
the corresponding terms may be defined as follows:
t ::= λ | c | v | f ( args ) | t1 ++ t2
args ::= t | t, args
– where the number of the arguments of f equals its arity.
Let the denumerable variable set V be disjoined in two sets V = E ∪ S, where the names from
E are prefixed with ’e.’, while the names from S – with ’s.’. s.variables range over characters,
while e.variables range over the whole data set.
We refer to unknown data as parameters. Like the variables the parameters p may be one
of the two following types – e and s: p ::= #s.name | #e.name. They range similarly to the
corresponding variables. Unlike the variables the parameters are semantics entities.
For a term t we denote the set of all e-variables (s-variables) in t by E(t) (correspondingly
S(t)), the set of all e-parameters (s-parameters) in t by #E(t) (correspondingly #S(t)). V(t) =
E(t) ∪ S(t).
We denote the monoid of the terms by T (C, V, F) (or simply T ) and the monoid of the
parameterized terms by T (C, #V, F) (or #T ). A term without function names is passive. We
denote the set of all passive terms by P(C, V). Let G(T ) ⊂ T (C, V, F) be the set of ground
terms, i.e. terms without variables. Let O(T ) ⊂ G(T ) be the set of object terms, i.e. ground
passive terms.
3 The
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Multiplicity of h ∈ T \ {λ} in a term t is the number of occurrences of h in t. Let us denote
it by µh (t). The length ln(t) of a term t is defined by induction: ln(λ) = 0; if t ∈ C ∪ V, then
ln(t) = 1; ln(f (t1 , . . . , tn )) = 1; otherwise t = t1 ++ t2 , where ti 6= λ, and ln(t) = ln(t1 ) + ln(t2 ).
Given a subset of the variables V1 = S1 ∪ E1 where S1 ⊂ S, E1 ⊂ E, a substitution is a
mapping θ : V1 → T (C, V, F) such that θ(S1 ) ⊂ C ∪ S. A substitution can be extended to act
on all terms homomorphically. A substitution is called ground, object, or strict iff its range is
a subset of G(T ), O(T ) or T (V) (i.e. passive terms), respectively. We use notation s = tθ for
s = θ(t), call s an instance of t and denote this fact by s  t.
Formal replacement V with #V, S with #S, E with #E gives analogous notations for the
parameterized terms.
The following two syntax constructions represent the same string of characters: ’a’ ++ ’b’
++ ’c’ and ’abc’. I.e. the second is a shortcut for the first. Examples of the variables are s.rA,
e.cls, e.A5 , s.x[∗] . I.e. the variable’s names may be identifiers possibly indexed. Examples
of the parameters are #s.rA, #e.p(τ [i],c[∗]) . The indices will be freely used and sometimes bring
semantics meaning, which will be explained in corresponding examples usage.
A program P in L is a pair ht, Ri, where t is a parameterized term called initial and R is
a finite set of rules of the form f (p1 , . . . , pk ) = r, where f ∈ Fk , for each (1 ≤ i ≤ k), pi is a
passive term, the term r may include some function names from R, V(r) ⊆ V(f (p1 , . . . , pk )).
The variables in L cannot be subscripted by the indices including the asterisk sign.
The following program ht, Ri is a predicate checking whether two given input object terms
are equal.
Example 1. t is eq(#e.p, #e.q) and R is
eq(s.x ++ e.xs, s.x ++ e.ys) = eq(e.xs, e.ys);
eq(λ, λ) = ’T’;
eq(e.xs, e.ys) = ’F’;
The syntax of programs in L∗ is defined similarly to the L-program syntax. The only
difference is: the variables in L∗ should be subscripted by the indices including the asterisk
sign. Henceforth we use the dotted equals sign =
˙ to denote textual (syntactic) identity. The
sign := denotes an assignment.

2.2

On Semantics of the Pattern Matching

Associativity of the concatenation creates a problem with the pattern matching, namely, given
a term τ and a rule (l = r) ∈ R, then there can be several substitutions matching τ against l.
Thus we here have a kind of non-determinism. An example is as follows:
Example 2. τ = f(’abcabc’, ’bc’) and l = f(e.x ++ e.w ++ e.y, e.w). There exist two
substitutions matching the terms: the first one is θ1 (e.x) = ’a’, θ1 (e.w) = ’bc’, θ1 (e.y) =
’abc’, the second one is θ2 (e.x) = ’abca’, θ2 (e.w) = ’bc’, θ2 (e.y) = λ.
To make the pattern matching unambiguous in the language L, we take the following decision
arisen from Markov’s normal algorithms [13] and used in Refal [20]: (1) if there is more than one
way of assigning values to the variables in the left-side of a rule in order to achieve matching,
then the one is chosen in which the leftmost e-variable takes the shortest value; (2) if such a
choice still gives more than one substitution, then the chosen e-variable shortest value is fixed
and the case (1) is applied to the leftmost e-variable from the e-variables excluding considered
ones, and so on while the whole list of the e-variables in the left-side of the rule is not exhausted.
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In the sequel we refer to this rule as Markov’s rule and to such a substitution as a Markov
substitution on l, matching τ . Given two terms s, t and a Markov substitution θ such that
s = tθ, we call s by a Markov instance and denote this fact by s ≪ t.
Example 3. τ = f (’abacad’) and l = f (e.x ++ ’a’ ++ e.y ++ ’a’ ++ e.z). There exist
three substitutions matching the terms: the first one is θ1 (e.x) = λ, θ1 (e.y) = ’b’, θ1 (e.z) =
’cad’; the second one is θ2 (e.x) = λ, θ2 (e.y) = ’bac’, θ2 (e.z) = ’d’; the third one is θ3 (e.x) =
’ab’, θ3 (e.y) = ’c’, θ3 (e.z) = ’d’.
The leftmost e-variable is e.x. Both in the first and the second substitutions the length of
e.x’s values is zero. The next leftmost e-variable is e.y and ln(’b’) < ln(’bac’). The first
substitution meets Markov’s rule.
Given a term of the form f(t1 , . . . , tn ) where for all (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ti ∈ O(T ), and a term
f(p1 , . . . , pn ) where all pi are passive terms, matching f(t1 , . . . , tn ) against f(p1 , . . . , pn ) can
be viewed as solving the following system of equations in the free monoid of the object terms
O(T ).

 p1 = t1
...

pn = tn
We look for all values of the variables (i.e. substitutions θi ) from V(f(p1 , . . . , pn )) such that
for each i and each (1 ≤ j ≤ n), θi (pj ) = tj and if the values’ set is not empty we choose: (1)
in the case of the language L, the only Markov substitution; (2) in the case of the language
L∗ , nondeterministically one from the substitutions. In the second case the variables should
be subscripted by the required indices. This system has an important property: all ti do not
contain variables.
The following nondeterministic program ht, Ri written in L∗ results in one of the strings: λ,
’ab’, ’F’.
Example 4. t is f(’abacad’) and R is
f(e.x[∗] ++ ’a’ ++ e.y[∗] ++ ’a’ ++ e.z[∗] ) = e.x[∗] ;
f(e.x[∗] ) = ’F’;

2.3

Mutual Instances of the Terms

In this section we introduce a notion of a trivial substitution and write down the structure of
the substitutions certificating the mutual instantiation of two given terms.
The associative concatenation causes mutual instances of the terms. For example, both
e.x  e.y ++ e.z and e.y ++ e.z  e.x hold. That motivates the following notation.
Definition 1. Let V1 and V2 be two sets of the variables such that V1 ∩ V2 = ∅, Vi ⊂ V. Let
Si = Vi ∩ S and Ei = Vi ∩ E. A substitution θ : V1 → T (V2 ) is called trivial iff (1) for all
distinct x, y ∈ V1 , V2 (θ(x)) ∩ V2 (θ(y)) = ∅; (2) for each x ∈ E1 , θ(x) is concatenation of certain
distinct e-variables, possibly none of them and at most with one occurrence of each e-variable;
(3) θ(S1 ) ⊂ S2 .
Clearly, given a term t, there is at most finitely many both substitutions θ and terms τ such
that t  τ θ, modulo variables’ renaming, and for each v ∈ V(τ ), ln(θ(v)) > 0, since such a
substitution takes finitely many t’s subterms as its values.
Suppose V1 = {s.u1 , s.v1 , e.x1 } and V2 = {s.u2 , s.v2 , s.w2 , e.x2 , e.y2 }, then the substitution θ(s.u1 ) = s.u2 , θ(s.v1 ) = s.v2 , θ(e.x1 ) = e.x2 ++ e.y2 is trivial, while the following two
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substitutions η1 (s.u1 ) = s.v2 , η1 (s.v1 ) = s.v2 , η1 (e.x1 ) = e.x2 ++ e.y2 and η2 (s.u1 ) = s.u2 ,
η2 (s.v1 ) = s.v2 , η2 (e.x1 ) = e.x2 ++ s.w2 ++ e.y2 are not. For the sake of the paper length limitations we leave the proof of the following simple proposition to the reader.
Proposition 1. Let t1 , t2 be two arbitrary terms. Both t1  t2 and t2  t1 hold iff either t1
equals to t2 modulo variables’ names, or all substitutions θ, η such that t1 θ = t2 and t1 = t2 η
are trivial.

3

Examples Related to the Associative Concatenation

In the supercompilation method the meta-step MStep discussed in Introduction is called a
driving. In this section we are concerned with specific problems of the driving, arisen from the
associative concatenation. We study in detail important examples aiming to clarify the reader
intuition on the driving over the strings.
Let a program ht, Ri be given. Let g (a guard ) be a predicate depending on parameters
from #V(t). The guard is defined by the following grammar:
g ::= ’T’ | qs
qs ::= cn | cn ∧ qs
cn ::= ¬(p = d)
where p ∈ #V(t), d is a parameterized term. We use #V(g) to denote the set of parameters in
the guard g – similarly to the one used for the terms.
The driving drv(t,g,R) takes these three input arguments and results in a tree being
branched with the input parameters from #V(t). In general (in supercompilation), t is an arbitrary parameterized term including some function names from the given program. Informally
speaking, from a semantics point of view, t can be seen as a kind of a goal used in Prolog. For
the sake of simplicity, in this paper we consider only parameterized initial terms of the following
kind f(q1 , . . . , qn ), where for each (1 ≤ i ≤ n), qi ∈ P(#V). The tree root is labeled by the pair
ht, gi. Each other node is labeled by a pair hp, hi, where p is a parameterized term, h is a guard
imposed on parameters from #V(p). Given a node ht, hi, the edges originating from this node
are labeled by predicates on the parameters from #V(t) ∪ #V(h).
The tree generated by drv(t,g,R) is finite in the case when it is assumed that evaluation
of drv(t,g,R) takes a time uniformly bounded by the size of the input parameters, otherwise
the tree may be potentially infinite. We now turn ourselves to the case g = ’T’; some remarks
on the general case will be given below.
The algorithm Step (see Section 1) consists of two subroutines: the pattern matching,
choosing a rewriting rule and generating a substitution θ : V → O(T ), and replacement of the
variables in the right-side of this rule by the generated substitution.
Consequently the driving should include meta-extension of these subroutines. The corresponding meta-extension of the pattern matching is a kind of unification used in Prolog and
is described below in details. It results in a tree with leaves labeled by substitutions of the
following kind θ : V → P(#V). Given these substitutions the second meta-subroutine applies
them to the right-side of the rewriting rule being considered and it labels the corresponding
leaves by the substations’ result.
Given a parameterized term f(t1 , . . . , tn ) where for each (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ti ∈ P(#V), and a term
f(p1 , . . . , pn ) where all pi ∈ P(V), the extended matching of f(t1 , . . . , tn ) against f(p1 , . . . , pn )
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can be seen as solving of the following systems of parameterized equations.

 p1 = t1
...

pn = tn
The following two examples are crucial.
Example 5.
Consider the following program P = hτ, Ri, τ = f(’a’ ++ #e.p, #e.p ++ ’a’) and R is
f(e.x, e.x) = ’T’;
f(e.x, e.y) = ’F’;
The root of the tree generated by drv(τ ,’T’,R) is hτ, ’T’i. The extended pattern matching
has to solve the following system of the parameterized equations:

 e.x = ’a’ ++ #e.p
(?)
 e.x = #e.p ++ ’a’
It is equivalent to the only relation Φ(#e.p) (equation) – ’a’ ++ #e.p = #e.p ++ ’a’ imposed
on the parameter #e.p.4
At naı̈ve glance, Φ(#e.p) must be the predicate labeling the first branch outcoming from
the root, while the second branch must be labeled by the negation of the predicate ¬Φ(#e.p).
Φ(#e.p) narrows the range of #e.p. But the problem is Φ(#e.p) cannot be represented in the
pattern language, i.e. using at most finitely many of the patterns to define a one-step program
(a result of drv(τ ,’T’,R)). A recursion should be used to check whether a given input data
belongs to the truth set of Φ(#e.p). This recursion is unfolded as an infinite tree.
The multiplicity µe.x (f(e.x, e.x)) > 1 causes this problem: the system (?) implies an
equation in which the parameter #e.p plays a role of a variable and both sides of the equation
contain #e.p.
Henceforth, we basing on Example 5 impose an additional restriction on the language L:
given a program P = hτ, Ri we require for all (l = r) ∈ R and for all v ∈ E(l), µv (l) = 1.
Notice that we do not impose any restriction on uses of the s-variables.
Example 6. The following program demonstrates another problem.
P = hτ, Ri, τ = f(#e.p ++ ’a’ ++ #e.q) and R is as follows.
f(e.x ++ ’a’ ++ e.y) = e.x ++ ’b’ ++ e.y;
f(e.x) = e.x;
The root of the tree generated by drv(τ ,’T’,R) is hτ, ’T’i. The extended pattern-matching
has to solve the following parameterized equation:
e.x ++ ’a’ ++ e.y = #e.p ++ ’a’ ++ #e.q
That is to say the substitutions reducing the equation to identities have to be expressed through
the parameters and we are only interested in the substitutions taking into account the semantics
of the pattern (the left-side): the value of e.x cannot contain ’a’. The character ’a’ on the
right-side of the equation is allowed to take any position in this unknown string.
4 It
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hf(#e.p ++ ’a’ ++ #e.q),’T’i
¬(#e.p = #e.p5 ++ ’a’ ++ #e.p6 )
(#e.p = #e.p1 ++ ’a’ ++ #e.p2 )∧¬(#e.p1 = #e.p3 ++ ’a’ ++ #e.p4 )


h#e.p1 ++ ’b’ ++ #e.p2 ++ ’a’ ++ #e.q,¬(#e.p1 = #e.p3 ++ ’a’ ++ #e.p4 )i

r
h#e.p ++ ’b’ ++ #e.q,¬(#e.p = #e.p5 ++ ’a’ ++ #e.p6 )i

Figure 1: The result of the driving drv(τ ,’T’,R) from Example 6
Let us solve this equation. In the case #e.p contains the characters ’a’, we choose the first
occurrence of ’a’ and split the unknown data #e.p by this occurrence as follows #e.p1 ++ ’a’
++ #e.p2 , thinking about the representation as a pattern where the parameters #e.p1 , #e.p2
take a role of the variables. That implies e.x = #e.p1 , where ’a’ does not occur in #e.p1 , and
our equation can be reduced to e.y = #e.p2 ++ ’a’ ++ #e.q. In the case #e.p contains no
’a’, we conclude that e.x = #e.p and e.y = #e.q.
In the terms of the language L this solution set and the result of the corresponding substitutions in the right-sides of R can (modulo the variables) be described by the folllowing program
P1 = hτ1 , R1 i, where τ1 = f1 (#e.p, #e.q) and R1 is as follows.
f1 (#e.p1 ++ ’a’ ++ #e.p2 , #e.q) = #e.p1 ++ ’b’ ++ #e.p2 ++ ’a’ ++ #e.q;
f1 (#e.p, #e.q) = #e.p ++ ’b’ ++ #e.q;
Removing the sharp signs in R1 , we now may obtain a program written in L. P1 is almost a
textual representation of the result tree T generated by drv(τ ,’T’,R) and given in Figure 1.
Example 6 demonstrates that the unification in L may be ambiguous and motivates the
splitting transformation given in the following sections.
Example 7. Consider the following program P = hτ, Ri, where R is
f(s.x ++ s.x) = ’T’;
f(e.z) = ’F’;
Suppose the initial term τ = f(#s.p ++ #s.q), then the extended pattern-matching has to
solve the following parameterized equation: s.x ++ s.x = #s.p ++ #s.q;. It is equivalent to
the equation #s.p = #s.q. The driving drv(τ ,’T’,R) will produce P1 = hf1 (#s.p,#s.q), R1 i,
where R1 is
f1 (#s.p, #s.p) = ’T’;
f1 (#s.p, #s.q) = ’F’;
In the case τ = f(#s.p ++ ’a’) we have the equation: s.x ++ s.x = #s.p ++ ’a’;. It
is equivalent to #s.p = ’a’. The driving drv(τ ,’T’,R) produces P2 = hf2 (#s.p), R2 i, where
R2 is
f2 (’a’) = ’T’;
f2 (#s.p) = ’F’;
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The left-sides of the first rewriting rules reflect the relations generated on the s-parameters.
Analogously, if p is a pattern in a program and v ∈ S(p), µv (p) = k, the extended matching may
produce an n-ary relation imposed on the s-parameters from the initial term, where (n ≤ k)
depends on the initial term. For example, drv(f(#s.p,#s.p),’T’,R) generates the trivial
relation (i.e. no relation at all).

4

The Driving over Strings

In this section we formulate and prove two constructive theorems being our main contribution
in this paper. The first theorem concerns the nondeterministic extended pattern-matching in
the language L∗ . The second theorem deals with Markov’s rule leading to the deterministic
choice of the matching substitution (Section 2.2), and it is more subtle. Both the theorems are
of interest to the theory of the equations in the free monoid.

4.1

Driving for One Rule Programs

Here we explore the extended pattern-matching for one rule programs written in a syntactic
subset of both L∗ and L languages. The subset is characterized by the following restriction
imposed on the left-sides of the rules: given a rule, each e-variable may occur in the left-side of
the rule at most once. Let M∗ denote such a subset of L∗ and M denote the similar subset of L.
The corresponding algorithms are very similar to the Prolog unification. The main difference
is the ambiguity originating from the associative concatenation.
We describe a program transformation splitting a given one-rule program P in the language
M∗ (or M): it creates a program P1 with a number of rules, such that P1 is semantics equivalent
to P up to a simple syntactic transformation modifying the initial-term arity of P , which will
be clear from the context.
Definition 2. Let (u = q) be a parameterized equation (a predicate) such that u ∈ #V, q ∈
T (#V). We say the substitution defined by the assignment (u := q) is conjugated of the predicate
(u = q).
V
Definition 3. Let t be a parameterized termSand π be a predicate ni=1 (ui = qi ) such that for
#
each (1 ≤ i ≤ n), qi ∈ T (#V), ui ∈ #V(t) ∪ { i−1
j=1 V(qj )}; the predicates (ui = qi ) are ordered
by their indices and for each (1 ≤ i ≤ n), qi may share variables with u1 , . . . , ui−1 . π is called
a narrowing of the parameters from #V(t) (or of the term t). Let K be either the language L
or L∗ (see Section 2.1). We say π is written in K iff for each i, qi is written in K.
Let ζi denote the substitution conjugated of (ui = qi ). We denote the narrowing π by the
sequence ζ1 ; . . . ζn , stressing the ordering, where the semicolon sign stands both for conjunction
and formal composition due to sharing of the variables.
The substitution θ(u1 ) = q1 ζ2 . . . ζn ; . . . θ(ui ) = qi ζi+1 . . . ζn ; . . . θ(un−1 ) = qn−1 ζn ; θ(un ) =
qn ; is conjugated of the predicate π and denoted by π̃. The following narrowing (u1 =
q1 ζ2 . . . ζn ); . . . (un−1 = qn−1 ζn ); (un = qn ) is called a formal normal form of the predicate
π and denoted by π̌. We say π̌ is obtained from π by a formal composition.
Remark 4.1.1. The conjuncts of the formal normal form of a narrowing may still share their
variables. For example, (e.y = s.x ++ e.z); (s.u = s.x).
Remark 4.1.2. Given a narrowing π written in L, the relations defined by π and π̌ may be
different. In the case the semicolon sign is understood purely as the conjunction, the following
two narrowings have distinct satisfiability sets: π is (e.y = e.z ++ ’c’ ++ e.p); (e.p = λ) and
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π̌ is (e.y = e.z ++ ’c’); (e.p = λ). In π, by the L-semantics, the variable e.z cannot take on
a string including the character ’c’, but the same variable in π̌ takes on the string ’c’ when
e.y takes on ’cc’. Another example: π is (e.y = e.z ++ ’c’ ++ e.p); (e.p = ’d’ ++ e.p1 ) and
π̌ is (e.y = e.z ++ ’cd’ ++ e.p1 ); (e.p = ’d’ ++ e.p1 ). Given ’ccd’ as a value of e.y, in π e.z
takes on λ, while in π̌ it takes on ’c’.5
Definition 4. We say t ∈ T (#V) matches against p ∈ T (V) iff there exists a substitution
θ : V(p) → #V such that pθ = t.6 We say t is able to be matched against p iff there exist a
narrowing π of t and a substitution θ : V(p) → T (#V(=(π̃))) such that pθ = tπ̃, where =(π̃) is
the image of π̃. π is called the narrowing of t w.r.t. p.
A narrowing π is called a most general narrowing of t w.r.t. p iff for each narrowing χ of
t w.r.t. p, tπ̃  tχ̃ implies that χ̃ is a trivial substitution defined on #V(tπ̃) or tχ̃ equals to tπ̃
modulo parameter’s names.
Suppose p ∈ T (V), t ∈ T (#V), there may be a number of pairs – a most general narrowing
and a substitution being able to match t against p. There may be a number of substitutions
matching t against p. The following example and the examples given above show that.
Both (#e.u = #e.v ++ ’c’ ++ #e.v1 ) and (#e.u = #e.v ++ ’c’ ++ #e.v1 ++ #e.v2 ) are most
general narrowings of #e.u w.r.t. e.x ++ ’c’ ++ e.y.
4.1.1

Nondeterministic Case

Given p ∈ P(V), t ∈ P(#V), let π(p, t) denote a most general narrowing of t with respect to
p and θ(p, t) denote a substitution matching the result tπ̃ of this narrowing against p. Let
hπ, θi(p, t) denote this pair and Π(p, t) denote the set of the most general narrowings of t with
respect to p. In the following theorem we do not impose any restriction on the parameterized
term t. The proof below is given by induction on the length of p and can be seen as an outline
of an algorithm computing hΠ, Θi(p, t).
Given hπ, θi(p1 , t1 ) and hΠ, Θi(p, t), the binary operation ⊕ is defined as follows:
hπ1 , θ1 i(p1 , t1 )⊕hΠ, Θi(p, t) ::= {hπ1 ; π, θ1 ; θi(p1 ++ p, t1 ++ t) | hπ, θi(p, t) ∈ hΠ, Θi(p, t)}, where
the semicolon sign is used for the concatenation meaning a composition.
Theorem 1. For any p ∈ P(V), t ∈ P(#V) such that for all v ∈ E(p), µv (p) ≤ 1, there exists
a finite set Π(p, t) s.t. each π ∈ Π(p, t) written in L∗ and for each, written in L∗ , narrowing φ
of t w.r.t. p there exists π ∈ Π(p, t) such that tφ̃  tπ̃.
Proof. Starting with hπ, θi(p, t) := hλ, λi, we will sequentially add conjuncts to the definition
of π(p, t) and assignments to the definition of θ(p, t). By default, we assume that such a
narrowing exists, otherwise we explicitly indicate the opposite. hΠ, Θi(p, t) stands for the set of
the generated hπ, θi(p, t). Its initial value is the empty set. Let c possibly subscripted denote a
character.
The base case 1: ln(p) = 0.
We have an equation λ = t implying the following narrowings for all v ∈ #E(t), πv := (v = λ),
and requiring ln(tπ̃t ) to be zero, where π̃t (v) = λ. Let ω be the sequence of all hπv , λi, then
hπ, θi(p, t) := ω; and hΠ, Θi(p, t) := {hπ, θi(p, t)}. If ln(tπ̃t ) > 0, then hΠ, Θi(p, t) := ∅.
5 We leave to the reader to prove that the formal composition is sound in the language L and, if π is a
∗
narrowing (u1 = q1 ); (u2 = q2 ) written in L s.t. q1 is passive and for each v ∈ E(qi ), µv (qi ) ≤ 1, then the formal
composition is sound for π.
6 That is to say, t  p if the set V ∪ #V is considered as a variable set.
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The base case 2: ln(p) = 1 and p is v ∈ E.
We have an equation e.x∗ = t implying no restriction on the parameters from t and the only
substitution e.x∗ := t defines its solution set. hπ, θi(p, t) := hλ, (e.x∗ := t)i and hΠ, Θi(p, t) :=
{hπ, θi(p, t)}.
Inductive step: Assume that for all q ∈ P(V), g ∈ P(#V) such that (µv (q) ≤ 1) ∧ (ln(q) ≤ k)
the proposition statement holds (let it be denoted by Φ(q, g)) and the finite set hΠ, Θi(q, g) was
generated.
We want to prove that for all p ∈ P(V), t ∈ P(#V) such that (µv (p) ≤ 1) ∧ (ln(p) = k + 1),
Φ(p, t) holds.
(1): Suppose p =
˙ p1 ++ q, where p1 is a character c1 or v ∈ S.
˙ t1a ++ g, where t1a is a character c2 or t1a ∈ #S, then the existence
(1.a) If t =
of a narrowing of t w.r.t. p implies the existence of a narrowing (maybe trivial) of
t1a w.r.t. p1 . π(c1 , c2 ) is either the tautology (π(c1 , c1 ) = λ) or the contradiction
π(c1 , c2 ), c1 6= c2 . hπ, θi(c1 , #s.u∗ ) := h(#s.u∗ = c1 ), λi, hπ, θi(s.x∗ , c2 ) := hλ, (s.x∗ := c2 )i,
hπ, θi(s.x∗ , #s.u∗ ) := hλ, (s.x∗ := #s.u∗ )i. Let hπp1 , θt1a i denote the pair hπ, θi(p1 , t1a ) generated.
Given hπ, θi(q, gπ̃p1 ) ∈ hΠ, Θi(q, gπ̃p1 ), in the case p1 =
˙ s.x∗ the assignment (s.x∗ := t1a )
must be compatible with the substitution θ(q, gπ̃p1 ) generated by our inductive assumption. A
clash of these two substitutions may appear only if µs.x∗ (t) > 1. In such a case there exists an
assignment (s.x∗ := t2a ) in θ(q, gπ̃p1 ). The needed narrowing of t1a exists iff these two values
of s.x∗ coincide. That gives a relation πt12 := (t1a = t2a ), which may be a contradiction, a
tautology, either (#s.u∗ = #s.w∗ ) or (#s.u∗ = c) with c =
˙ t2a , or (#s.w∗ = c2 ).
Let ω denote hπt12 , λi if µs.x∗ (t) > 1, and λ otherwise. If a contradiction takes place, then
hΠ, Θi(p, t) := ∅;. Otherwise, we assign hΠ, Θi(p, t) := hπ, θi(p1 , t1a ) ⊕ hΠ, Θi(q, gπ̃p1 ) ⊕ ω.
˙ λ, then we have the following contradiction: there is no narrowing of t w.r.t. p.
(1.b) If t =
hΠ, Θi(p, t) := ∅;.
(1.c) If t =
˙ #e.w∗ ++ g, then the unknown term #e.w∗ can be represented in one of the following
forms λ or v ++ #e.w∗1 , where v ∈ #S. These forms define the following two possible narrowings
of #e.w∗ : π11 := (#e.w∗ = λ), π12 := (#e.w∗ = v ++ #e.w∗1 ).
In the second case tπ̃12 is of the form considered in the case (1.a). We compute
hΠ, Θi(p, tπ̃12 ) following the case (1.a).
In the case #e.w∗ = λ we have to test tπ̃11 by all the three variants (1.a), (1.b), (1.c).
Notice that ln(tπ̃11 ) < ln(t). And we deduce that the variant
S (1.c) can be involved by the case
(1) at most finitely many times. We have hΠ, Θi(p, t) = i∈{1,2} {hπ1i , λi ⊕ hΠ, Θi(p, tπ̃1i )}.
(2): Suppose p =
˙ e.y∗ ++ q ++ p1 , where p1 is a character c1 or v ∈ S.
We literally repeat the steps of this proof given in the case (1), taking into account that in the
case (2) the ending terms play the role of the leading terms of the case (1) and the inductive
assumption is applied to the term e.y∗ ++ q rather than to q. This case has been considered.
(3): Suppose p =
˙ e.y∗ ++ c ++ q ++ e.z∗ , where c is a character.
If the multiplicity µc (t) > 0, then there exist tc[i] , gc[i] ∈ P(#V) such that t =
˙ tc[i] ++ c[i] ++ gc[i]
where both tc[i] and gc[i] may be λ, and the indexed c[i] indicates the i-th occurrence of c in
t (from the left to the right), while tc[i] , gc[i] stand for its neighbors. The inequality ln(p) >
ln(q ++ e.z∗ ), by the induction assumption, implies that hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , gc[i] ) can be computed
and (hλ, (e.y∗ := tc[i] )i ⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , gc[i] )) ⊂ hΠ, Θi(p, t).
Given v ∈ #V, if the multiplicity µv (t) > 0, then there exist tv[i] , gv[i] ∈ P(#V) such that
t=
˙ tv[i] ++ v[i] ++ gv[i] .
Suppose v is #s.u∗ , then let πv denote (#s.u∗ = c). For each (0 < i ≤ µv (t)) the set
hπv , (e.y∗ := tv[i] π̃v )i ⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , gv[i] π̃v ) is a subset of hΠ, Θi(p, t).
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Suppose v is #e.w∗ . The unknown string #e.w∗ may include the character c. We represent such a relation by the following syntax #e.w∗ = #e.w(v[i],c[∗]) ++ c[∗] ++ #e.r(v[i],c[∗])
(denoted by κv ) meaning that c may take any position in the unknown string #e.w∗ ,
where #e.w(v[i],c[∗]) , #e.r(v[i],c[∗]) are fresh parameters. For each (0 < i ≤ µv (t)) the set
hκv , (e.y∗ := tv[i] κ̃v ++ #e.w(v[i],c[∗]) )i ⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , #e.r(v[i],c[∗]) ++ gv[i] κ̃v ) is a subset of
hΠ, Θi(p, t).
We now are ready to compute the set hΠ, Θi(p, t). It is as follows.
S
hΠ, Θi(p, t) = 1≤i≤µc (t) (hλ, (e.y∗ := tc[i] )i ⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , gc[i] )) ∪
S
S
(hπ , (e.y∗ := tv[i] π̃v )i ⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , gv[i] π̃v ))) ∪
#S(t) (
v∈
S
S 1≤i≤µv (t) v
hκv , (e.y∗ := tv[i] κ̃v ++ #e.w(v[i],c[∗]) )i
v∈#E(t) ( 1≤i≤µv (t) (
⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , #e.r(v[i],c[∗]) ++ gv[i] κ̃v )))
The case (3) has been proved: the set hΠ, Θi(p, t) is finite.
(4): Suppose p =
˙ e.y∗ ++ s.x∗ ++ q ++ e.z∗ . Let τ denote c ∈ C or v ∈ #S.
This case follows by arguments similar to the previous case, differing only by the following
two details. If µs.x∗ (p) = 1, then this s-variable does not impose any narrowing on a given or
unknown character τ , producing the only assignment hλ, (s.x∗ := τ )i. If µs.x∗ (p) > 1, then
each hπ, θi(q ++ e.z∗ , gτ [i] ) includes a pair of the kind hρ, (s.x∗ := τ2 )i, where τ2 ∈ C ∪ #S, and
we have to take into account the narrowing which corresponds to the relation (τ = τ2 ).
The reader being not interested in all the details of the algorithm computing the set
hΠ, Θi(p, t) may skip to the case (5). The concrete details are given in Appendix A.
The only possibility we have not yet considered is the following.
(5): Suppose p =
˙ e.y∗ ++ v ++ q, where v ∈ E.
Since µe.y∗ (p) = µv (p) = 1 we deal with this case as follows. We replace the term
e.y∗ ++ v with a fresh variable e.y∗1 . By the induction assumption, one can compute R =
hΠ, Θi(e.y∗1 ++ q, t) since ln(p) > ln(e.y∗1 ++ q). For each sequence ρ = hπ, θi(e.y∗1 ++ q, t) ∈
R, we replace hπt1 , (e.y∗1 := t1 )i by hπt1 , (e.y∗ := tς11 )i; hλ, (v := tς12 )i, where ς denotes an
arbitrary splitting of t1 = tς11 ++ tς12 , including all semantics splittings similarly to the case
(4). Denote the obtained sequence by ρς . Denote the union of ρς over all ς by Rρ . The set
hΠ, Θi(p, t) is the union of Rρ over all ρ. The current case is considered.
The inductive step has been proved. This completes the proof. 2
Remark 4.1.3. Both the definition of the narrowing and the proof of Theorem 1 expose duality
of the narrowing and the substitution. These notations are inverted one to the other.
Remark 4.1.4. Given an equation p = t where p ∈ P(V), t ∈ P(#V) s.t. for all v ∈ E(p),
µv (p) = 1, its solution set is described by {hπ̃, θi | hπ, θi(p, t) ∈ hΠ, Θi(p, t)}.
Remark 4.1.5. In 1977 G. S. Makanin presented a nontrivial decision algorithm solving the
satisfiability problem for word equations [12] (see also [4]). In fact, Makanin’s algorithm is a
semidecision procedure which enumerates solutions of word equations with constants. In the
paper [9] Jaffar described Makanin’s algorithm in explicit (transparent) terms. His procedure
generates, given a word equation, a minimal and complete set of unifiers describing the set of
all solutions. It stops if this set is finite. There are a number of simple algorithms dealing
with specific classes of the equations in the free monoid. Given a word equation, they describe,
in a certain way, the corresponding solution set. For example some of them generate finite
graphs describing this set. Here the major problem is to create a formal description language
which is both clear in details and allowing us to represent some infinite solution sets in finite
terms. For instance any word equation itself is a description of its solution set, but, as a
rule, such a description is very obscure. As far as we know, there exist no papers using the
nondeterministic pattern matching as such a language and none considered the class of the
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equations characterized in Theorem 1, namely the variables separated by the two equation
sides such that at least one of the sides has at most one occurrence of each word variable.7
Remark 4.1.6. Of interest to us are the s-variables: they allow us to compare unknown characters
and to work with an unknown alphabet.
The nondeterministic driving. Recall that M∗ denotes a subset of L∗ such that for any
program P ∈ M∗ , for each rule (l = r;) from P and for each v ∈ E(l), µv (l) = 1 holds.
The constructive proof of Theorem 1 is the principal part of the driving algorithm for onerule programs written in M∗ . We denote the proof by Φ1 (℘) where ℘ is the set hΠ, Θi being
transformed by the proof. So the computation included in the proof may be represented by
the assignment ℘2 := Φ1 (℘1 ) meaning that Φ1 takes the initial set ℘1 = hλ, λi as an input
argument and results in ℘2 .
Let a program P = hτ, Ri written in M∗ be given, where τ = f(t1 ,...,tn ) and R is
f(p1 ,...,pn ) = r;. Recall that the patterns p1 ,...,pn may share some s-variables. Let
g1 ,...,gm be a certain enumeration of the set #V(τ ). The driving algorithm drv(τ ,’T’,R)
works as follows: (1) ℘1 := hλ, λi; (2) for each (1 < i ≤ n), ℘i := Φ1 (℘i−1 ); (3) Given
hπ, θi ∈ ℘n , let for each (1 ≤ i ≤ m), qi denotes the right-side of the narrowing imposed on
the parameter gi in π̌ 8 , if such a narrowing imposed on gi exists; otherwise (i.e. the narrowing
imposed on gi is a tautology) qi =
˙ gi . Let R1 be the union of the rules of the following kind
f2 (q1 ,..., qm ) = rθ; over all hπ, θi ∈ ℘n . Let τ2 be f2 (g1 ,..., gm ).
The algorithm drv(τ ,’T’,R) results in the program P2 = hτ2 , R2 i where the set R2 is
obtained from R1 by removing all the sharp signs.
4.1.2

Deterministic Case

Let us now turn to the language L. We are interested in the subset of L denoted above by M
(see Section 4.1).
Definition 5. Let Π(p, t) denote the ordered set (the sequence {πn (p, t)}) of the most general
narrowings, written in L, of t with respect V
to p.9
Let for each n %n (p, t) be the predicate ( n−1
πn (p, t)). The
i=1 ¬πi (p, t)) ∧ πn (p, t) (denoted by ~
sequence {%n (p, t)} is called a Markov sequence (or ordered set) of the most general narrowings
→

of t with respect to p and denoted by Π (p, t). In the sequel we omit the negation part of %n (p, t)
since order allows us to unambiguously restore this part of this predicate.
The following theorem is a deterministic version of Theorem 1. To deal with this issue we
ˇ as follows.
introduce three additional operations , ⊗, ⊗
Given two finite sequences (two ordered sets), the concatenation of the sequences
{a1 , . . . , an }
{b1 , . . . , bm } is the following sequence {c1 , . . . , cn+m } = {a1 , . . . , an , b1 , . . . , bm }.
→

→

Given v ∈ E, hπ1 , (v := t1 )i ⊗ hΠ, Θi(v ++ q, g) is defined as the ordered set of all elements of

hΠ, Θi(v ++ q, g), in which the pairs hπ2 , (v := t2 )i are replaced by hπ1 , λi; hπ2 , (v := t1 ++ t2 )i.
I.e. we lengthen the value of the e-variable v, and the ordering on this set remains unchanged.

7 There exists a well-known equation class (named quadratic equations) where, given an equation, each
variable occurs at most twice in the equation. The corresponding solution sets are described by a simple
algorithm, in terms of finite graphs. See, for example, [4].
8 The formal normal form of π, see Section 4.1.
9 Hence for each i the pattern-matching relation π (p, t) follows Markov’s rule (Section 2.2) choosing at most
i
one witness of the πi (p, t) satisfiability.
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If the arguments of the operator ⊗ are not of the form above, then this operator coincides with
⊕.
→
ˇ hΠ, Θi(p, t) results in an ordered set of the narrowings being
The binary operation hπ1 , θ1 i ⊗
→

the formal normal forms of all elements of hπ1 , θ1 i ⊗ hΠ, Θi(p, t). This operation saves the
ordering on this set.
Theorem 2. For any p ∈ P(V), t ∈ P(#V) such that for all v ∈ E(p), µv (p) ≤ 1, there exists a
→

finite Π (p, t), corresponding to Π(p, t), such that for each Markov’s narrowing φ of t w.r.t. p
there exists π ∈ Π(p, t) such that tφ̃ ≪ tπ̃ (see Section 2.1).
Proof. The proof below is a simple specialization of the proof of Theorem 1. Throughout this
proof one has to interpret the narrowings being considered as written in the language L. That is
to say, the pattern matching follows Markov’s rule (Section 2.2). First, we specialize the syntax,
removing all the asterisk signs from the indices of both the variables and the parameters. We
will apply the deterministic semantics of L to our scenario given above for the nondeterministic
case.
Inductive step:
→
The cases (1) and (2) are almost deterministic. To obtain hΠ, Θi(p, t) we just need to
order the two sequences generating hΠ, Θi(p, t) in the subcase (1.c). They may be ordered, for
example, according to the second indices of π1i (or in the opposite order since the satisfiability
sets of the narrowings π11 and π12 are disjoint).
→

The other cases take more effort to be proved. Let R denote hΠ, Θi(p, t).
(3): Suppose p =
˙ e.y ++ c ++ q ++ e.z, where c is a character.
According to Markov’s rule for the search of the first occurrence of c in an unknown string
we have to order the set hΠ, Θi(p, t), excluding the irrelevant narrowings from this set. Thus we
scan the parameterized term t from the left to the right and order the narrowings according to
the times when they were generated. Recall that such a decomposition of Markov’s narrowings
is not sound (see Remark 4.1.2), so we have to compose the constructed sequences π back to
the formal normal form
π̌.
→
˙ λ, then hΠ, Θi(p, t) = ∅.
(3.a) If t =
(3.b) If t =
˙ c ++ g,
then,
by
the
inductive
assumption,
we
can
compute
→

hλ, (e.y := λ)i ⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z, g) which may be empty. Hence we have to lengthen the
→

value of e.y and take into account the set hΠ, Θi(p, g). That yields
→

→

R := (hλ, (e.y := λ)i ⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z, g))
(hλ, (e.y := c)i ⊗ hΠ, Θi(p, g)).
By similar arguments one can consider the remaining alternatives as follows.
→
If t =
˙ c1 ++ g where c 6= c1 ∈ C, then R := hλ, (e.y := c1 )i ⊗ hΠ, Θi(p, g).
If t =
˙ v ++ g where v ∈ #S, then let hπ, θi := h(v = c), (e.y := λ)i and
→

R := (hπ, θi ⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z, gπ̃))
→

→

(hλ, (e.y := v)i ⊗ hΠ, Θi(p, g)).

Computing the set hΠ, Θi(p, g) we have to test g by all the variants of the case (3). Since
ln(g) < ln(t), the variant (3.b) can be involved by the case (3) at most finitely many times.
˙ #e.w ++ g, then let π be the following Markov relation
(3.c) If t =
(#e.w = #e.wc[1] ++ c ++ #e.rc[1] ), where #e.wc[1] , #e.rc[1] are fresh parameters.
→

By the inductive assumption, we can compute the set R1 = hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z, #e.rc[1] ++ gπ̃),
but the pure concatenation of two narrowings π and π1 from R1 may lead to an incorrect
narrowing π; π1 since, by Markov’s rule, the unknown string #e.wc[1] does not contain the
character c and this restriction may contradict to π1 and the semantics of p (see Section 4.1
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for examples). The formal composition of π; π1 constructs (recovers) the correct narrowing of
t w.r.t. p, provided that the restriction imposed on the value of #e.wc[1] is declined and hence
the value may be lengthened, if that is required by p and t. Thus we make the only step of the
L-machine being responsible for the search for the value of the variable e.y.
→
ˇ R1 )
R := (hπ, (e.y := #e.wc[1] )i ⊗
(hλ, (e.y := #e.w)i ⊗ hΠ, Θi(p, g)).
The narrowings from the second argument of
are semantics relevant and correspond to
lengthening behind the whole unknown string #e.w, since #e.w is allowed to be without c.
→

The case (3) has been proved: the set R = hΠ, Θi(p, t) is finite.
(4): Suppose p =
˙ e.y ++ s.x ++ q ++ e.z.
This case follows by arguments similar to the case (3), differing only by the two details
mentioned in the proof of Theorem 1. We now consider the last possibility.
(5): Suppose p =
˙ e.y ++ v ++ q, where v ∈ E.
→

→

Since µe.y (p) = µv (p) = 1 we have hΠ, Θi(p, t) = hλ, (e.y := λ)i ⊕ hΠ, Θi(v ++ q, g).
The inductive step has been proved. This completes the proof. 2
→

Remark 4.1.7. The set hΠ, Θi(p, g) generated by the proof above is not minimal. Given
→
hπn , θn i(p, g) ∈ hΠ, Θi(p, g) where n is the ordering number, if πn is a tautology, then
→

hΠ, Θi(p, g) may be reduced to the following sequence hπ1 , θ1 i(p, g), . . . hπn , θn i(p, g). More
subtle cleaning of the set is a subject for future work.
The deterministic driving. Similar to the proof Φ1 of Theorem 1, the proof of Theorem
2 (denoted by Φ2 ) is the major part of the driving algorithm for one-rule programs written in
M ⊂ L. Let us use denotations analogous to the ones introduced for the description of the
nondeterministic driving (see Section 4.1.1). We refer to the proof above as Φ2 (℘) where ℘ is
→

the set hΠ, Θi being transformed by the proof.
Let a program P = hτ, Ri written in M be given, where τ = f(t1 ,...,tn ) and R is
f(p1 ,...,pn ) = r;. The deterministic driving algorithm drv(τ ,’T’,R) differs from the nondeterministic one only in the following two details: (1) replace Φ1 (℘) by Φ2 (℘); (2) enumerate
the rules R1 of the resulting program according to the original enumeration of the narrowings
from which these rules were produced. By default, the L-semantics bears in mind the removed
negation parts of the narrowings.

5

Concluding Remarks

Suppose P = hτ, Ri is an arbitrary program written in M. Let τ = f(t1 ,...,tn ) and R is
a finite sequence of the rules l1 = r1 ;...lk = rk ; where for each (1 ≤ i ≤ k), (li = ri ;) is
f(p1i ,...,pni ) = ri ; (denoted by Ri ) and for each v ∈ E(li ), µv (li ) = 1. Let g1 ,...,gm be
a certain enumeration over the set #V(τ ). The driving algorithm drv(τ ,’T’,R) may work as
follows: (1) For each (1 ≤ i ≤ k), Qi := drv(τ ,’T’,Ri ); where each rule from Qi is of the form
f2 (q(1,ij) ,..., q(m,ij) ) = rij ; (2) Let Q denote the sequence obtained by concatenation of
all the sequences Qi according to their numbering. Let τ2 be f2 (g1 ,..., gm ). The algorithm
drv(τ ,’T’,R) results in the program P2 = hτ2 , Qi.
In this paper we have suggested two algorithms for one-step unfolding of the programs belonging to the languages M and M∗ . The deterministic programming language M is Turingcomplete. Given a word equation, the algorithm suggested for one-step unfolding of the pro80
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grams written in the nondeterministic language M∗ results in a finite description of the solution
set of the equation.
As far as we know there exist no papers using the nondeterministic pattern-matching as a
language for such a description and none considered the class of the equations characterized by
Theorems 1, 2 above, namely the variables separated by the two equation sides such that at
least one of the sides has at most one occurrence of each word variable.
The author is grateful to Alexei Lisitsa and Antonina Nepejvoda for friendly and very fruitful
discussions inspired him to write this article.
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A

The Proof of the Case (4), Theorem 1

(4): Suppose p =
˙ e.y∗ ++ s.x∗ ++ q ++ e.z∗ . Let τ denote c ∈ C or v ∈ #S.
Let us turn to the concrete details.
If µτ (t) > 0, then there exist tτ [i] , gτ [i] ∈ P(#V ) such that t =
˙ tτ [i] ++ τ[i] ++ gτ [i] , where we
use the denotations introduced in the previous case. We can compute the following set of the
narrowings B = hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , gτ [i] ).
Suppose µs.x∗ (p) > 1, then each hπ, θi(q ++ e.z∗ , gτ [i] ) includes a pair of the kind
hρ, (s.x∗ := τ2 )i, where τ2 is a character c2 or v2 ∈ #S.
Let πτ denote the relation (τ = τ2 ), which may be a contradiction, a tautology (denoted by
λ), either (#s.u∗ = #s.u∗2 ) or (#s.u∗ = c2 ) or (#s.u∗2 = c). Here the numbered terms are the
instances of τ2 , while the non-numbered terms are the instances of τ .
Let B|(s.x∗ :=τ ) denote the subset of the matching substitutions from B compatible with
(s.x∗ := τ ). (hπτ , (e.y∗ := tτ [i] π̃τ )i ⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , gτ [i] π̃τ ) (s.x :=τ ) ) ⊂ hΠ, Θi(p, t).10
∗
If µs.x∗ (p) = 1, then (hλ, (e.y∗ := tτ [i] )i; hλ, (s.x∗ := τ )i ⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , gτ [i] )) ⊂
hΠ, Θi(p, t).
If τ is #e.w∗ (τ ∈ #E), µτ (t) > 0 and the unknown string #e.w∗ is not λ, then it includes
an unknown character. Let #e.w(τ [i],#s.u[∗]) , #s.u(τ [i],[∗]) , #e.r(τ [i],#s.u[∗]) be fresh parameters,
then #e.w∗ = #e.w(τ [i],#s.u[∗]) ++ #s.u(τ [i],[∗]) ++ #e.r(τ [i],#s.u[∗]) (denoted by κ(τ,#s.u(τ [i],[∗]) ) ) meaning that the unknown character #s.u(τ [i],[∗]) may take any position in the unknown string #e.w∗ .
For each (0 < i ≤ µτ (t)) the set
hκ(τ,#s.u(τ [i],[∗]) ) , (e.y∗ := tτ [i] κ̃(τ,#s.u(τ [i],[∗]) ) ++ #e.w(τ [i],#s.u[∗]) )i; hλ, (s.x∗ := #s.u(τ [i],[∗]) )i
⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , #e.r(τ [i],#s.u[∗]) ++ g#s.u∗ [i] κ̃(τ,#s.u(τ [i],[∗]) ) )
is a subset of hΠ, Θi(p, t).
We now
S compute the set hΠ, Θi(p,
S t). If µs.x∗ (p) = 1, then it is
hλ, (e.y∗ := tτ [i] )i; hλ, (s.x∗ := τ )i
τ ∈{b|(b∈C)∧(µb (t)>0)} ∪ #S(t) ( 1≤i≤µτ (t) (
⊕
hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , gτ [i] ))) ∪
S
S
(
(
hκ
,
(e.y
#
(τ,
#
s.u
)
∗ := tτ [i] κ̃(τ,#s.u(τ [i],[∗]) ) ++ #e.w(τ [i],#s.u[∗]) )i;
τ ∈ E(t)
1≤i≤µτ (t)
(τ [i],[∗])
hλ, (s.x∗ := #s.u(τ [i],[∗]) )i
⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , #e.r(τ [i],#s.u[∗]) ++ g#s.u∗ [i] κ̃(τ,#s.u(τ [i],[∗]) ) )))
If µs.x (p)
>
1,
then
it
is
S
S
hπτ , (e.y∗ := tτ [i] π̃τ )i
τ ∈{b|(b∈C)∧(µb (t)>0)} ∪ #S(t) ( 1≤i≤µτ (t) (
⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , gτ [i] π̃τ ) (s.x :=τ ) ) ∪
∗

10 Notice

that we do not insert the corresponding new assignment to s.x∗ . The old assignment to s.x∗
generated by the inductive assumption is compatible with the new one. Hence for each variable v ∈ V(p) and
for each narrowing δ from hΠ, Θi(p, t) there is at most one assignment to v in δ.
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hπτ , λi;
hκ(τ,#s.u(τ [i],[∗]) ) , (e.y∗ := tτ [i] κ̃(τ,#s.u(τ [i],[∗]) ) ++ #e.w(τ [i],#s.u[∗]) )i
⊕ hΠ, Θi(q ++ e.z∗ , #e.r(τ [i],#s.u[∗]) ++ g#s.u[i] κ̃(τ,#s.u(τ [i],[∗]) ) )))
Here πτ was defined above and, because of the parameters’ freshness, in the union over τ ∈ #E(t)
all the substitutions created by the inductive assumption are unconditionally compatible with
(s.x∗ := τ ). The case (4) has been proved: the set hΠ, Θi(p, t) is finite.
τ ∈#E(t) (

1≤i≤µτ (t) (
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